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Abstract

Mosaic used as a creation of art in the ancient times till present day. Process of producing
mosaic had been improved from manual methods to automated methods. Different kinds of
mosaic producing methods were developed throughout the time based on different types of
concepts. Before produce mosaic art, mosaic tiles have to be sorted according to the color of
the tile. Till present day this process is done by using manual labor, so researches failed to
look into different color tiles sorting. Currently this sorting process is done by using manual
labor and the problem arises when it comes to custom mosaic assembly, since production
line does not no what colors need to assemble the mosaic art so tiles has to be sorted out be-
forehand. Since manual sorting methods are time consuming and less effective this problem
has to be addressed. This research intends to develop a concept for different color mosaic
tiles of uniform size mosaic tile sorting. The developed concept consists of sorting gate
system and mosaic tile storing magazine. The designed tile storing magazine will be store
tiles upwards into the magazine and until magazine fill up it store same color tiles. To test
the implementation of the developed concept a tile sorting machine was developed to sort
different colors and stack same color tiles into the tile storing magazine. The developed tile
sorting method was successful in its implementation.

Keywords: Automatic Tile Sorting, Custom Mosaic, Flexibility, Efficiency
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Mosaic art have a long history that has been used since ancient times. Mosaic means a picture or a
pattern made of together small pieces of tiles, glasses or stones. These types of decorative art used
to decorate interior and exterior of buildings. Usually these tiles used to decorate walls and floors.
Mosaic tiles come in different colors, sizes and different patterns. Mosaics are used in various places,
ranging from decorating furniture to covering floors, from siding to covering wet ground Guerriero
and Miltenburg (2003). These types of art were famous in many regions of Italy after second century
AD. The timeworn example of mosaic was made by using different materials were found at a temple
building in Abra, Mesopotamia and are dated back to third millennium BC Tilemyzer (2016). Those
arts were consisting of small pieces of colored stones, shells and ivory. However, these mosaic pat-
terns were not found until the time of Roman influence. First Roman mosaic made on a base created
with layers of wooden planks, cut hay, clay and mortar. After that plasters were applied to the surface.
Before it hardened, hard material used to make the art placed on it. As the final touch large tiles or
flat stones were placed around the edge of the mosaic. Oftentimes mosaic art was used in religious
buildings such as temples, catholic churches and mosques. Early Christian basilicas were festooned
with floor, wall and ceiling mosaic and antecedent Islamic art were used to decorate buildings, in-
cluding the Dorm of the Rock in Jerusalem. From third millennium to twenty first century mosaic art
has come a protracted way and even nowadays mosaic art used in many places.

Figure 1.1: Mosaic art found in Wat Phra Kaew
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Figure 1.2: Mosaic art found in Dorm of the
Rock Figure 1.3: Mosaic art found in Christian

basilica

Modern day mosaic is in healthy state, compassionate with the modern-day technology. Modern mo-
saic art designs are inspired by skill artists, street artists and people how enjoy art as hobby. With the
upsurge in the technology, tools and material used to create mosaic art has been changed and because
of that mosaic assembly is facile, faster and could create peculiar new designs. Modern day mosaic
seems to have more quality and design but these processes still prefer manual human involvement
which is more time consuming and labor exhaustive, the method of automated tiling system has been
an important area for development. Nonetheless some processes prefer human involvement this field
is well-heeled with innovative ideas and approaches, and organizations suchlike the British Associ-
ation for Modern Mosaic and The Society of American Mosaic Artists prevail to advocate mosaic
American Mosaic Artist (2015). Owing to these organizations mosaic tile industry is heading to a
steep increase in success in modern day, because they use their unique tools, materials and methods
to come up with new designs. Materials used for mosaic have not changed greatly with the generation.

Figure 1.4: Mosaic art used in walls of the New York City subway

In the history as well as in the modern-day mosaic art has a huge popularity and due to these reasons
different mosaic assembly mechanisms started to appear. The mainly, widely as well as the very
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first way of assembling mosaic tiles is manual mosaic assembly system. But researchers wanted to
develop an automatic system instead of manual system because manual systems consume great deal
of time. Then researchers came up with fixed position assembly system. In this system, by using a
robotic arm it picks and place mosaic tiles one by one on top of a palate. This system was widely
used and this system was flexible when it comes to assemble tiles that have different shapes. When
this system was using researchers came up with another assembly system. That was product flow
assembly system.

Figure 1.5: Fixed position assembly system

In product flow assembly system instead of picking and placing tiles one by one this system picks
and place tiles row by row or column by column. The other difference in this system is instead of
different shaped tiles this system uses different colored tiles that are uniform in size. These are main
downstream processes that industries use when it comes to mosaic tile assembly.

Figure 1.6: Glass mosaic tiling system with sliding unit
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Whatever downstream processes companies implement there are upstream processes to help the other
processes as well. Also, currently different color and uniform size tiles are being used in mosaic tile
industry. So, in tiling automation, the main upstream process is tile sorting process. Most of the time
when preparing a work piece these are the materials and number of different colors used,

• Glazed porcelain - 65 colors

• Natural stone - 118 colors

• Sintered glass - 126 colors

• Vitreous Glass - 122 colors

When these different colored tiles arrived to the work station, tiles are being sort out manually before
working on a project. Then tiles will be stored in bulk by the color and size and keep the colors
separately throughout the production process to try and avoid needing to sort them. The tiles from the
bulk storage are then mostly manually loaded into the tubes that feed into the robot to make the work
piece. This upstream process is the currently used process in custom mosaic tiling process ARTAIC
(2016).

Figure 1.7: Manual tile sorting and Manual tile loading (Artaic)
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1.2 Problem Statement

As the onset of every process tile fabrication also started as a manual system in the initial stage.
Current situation is utterly different. Demand for tile industry has a huge market in anywhere in
the world. Whatever assembly process current industries possess these systems need to have a proper
flexible and effective way to sort different colored tiles before all start. Currently, heavily used sorting
method is manual color sorting method. In custom mosaic tiling before send tiles to the production
line tiles have to be sorted out by the color. But this process is still done by using manual sorting
systems. In tiling industry different colored tiles will not be sent in a ready to go manner that means
different colored tiles come in bulks and those tiles need to be separate according to the color before
send tiles to the downstream process. If these tiles mixed together after the production process tiles
need to be sort out and store again (Artaic).

When it comes to manual color tile sorting there are major problems in these systems. Specially
because these tasks are repetitive and boring tasks, labors get fatigue and lose their concentration
about these tasks. As a result of that, these manual color sorting techniques are inconsistent and have
a low accuracy. Manual color tile sorting is immensely depending on the decision of the employee
and that is the uttermost complication that these industries have to face. Since creating mosaic needs
multiple colors, the number of colors will be bountiful. That means that complexity of doing sorting
will also be very huge. Currently tile sorting as well as tile loading have been done manually because
there is no such system or a concept that have made to sort a huge number of different colored tiles
and manage immense number of colored tiles in a flexible and an effective way. Thence developing
a tile sorting and loading system is much needed concept for tiling automation owing to make the
production process more flexible and more efficient.

1.3 Objectives

The objective of this research is to design and develop an automatic uniform colored tile sorting
system, in order to increase the flexibility and effectiveness of current tile sorting process.

1.4 Limitations and Scope

In this research the selected tile will be uniform in shape as well as size and will be using only eight
different colors. There will be a prototype model to support the proposed concept.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Mosaic is an art that creates colorful designs by using tesserae and placing them together. After
introduce custom mosaic tiling system, it become popular within the community. These eye-catching
designs are sure to be an attraction in any space. To make them more attractive designers use more
alluring and ambrosial colors for their designs. Therefore, the chapter below will review the literature
on Introduction to Sorting, Manual Sorting and Automatic Sorting.

2.1 Introduction to Sorting

When apes change in inherited traits over time to become modern humans, they started to realize that
sorting is an important process routine life. Sorting is any procedure of forming elements in an orga-
nized way. Sorting has two typically used, yet distinct meanings (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorting),

• Ordering

• Categorizing

Simply ordering means arranging items in a standard way. As an example, in an office there will be
several items that need to be declare as waste. Those waste can be ordered into several groups such as
bags, bottles, books, papers and etc. Ordering is being done to, simply identify and to make life easier
to everyone. Categorizing means the procedure in which objects are recognized and differentiate. In
simple words that means when we ordered items to be bottles, we can further sort them by the material
of the bottle or the color of the bottle. Different communities categorize items in distinctive ways
according to their knowledge. In regards to sorting there are different methods of sorting items such
as object sorting, shape sorting, material sorting and color sorting etc. From all these methods color
sorting excels the list because this process has been a meddling process when it comes to sorting. In
color sorting currently, industries use manual and automatic color sorting techniques to sort different
colored items in their production line. Regarding of automatic color sorting there are commercial as
well as non-commercial systems to sort different colored items.
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2.2 Manual Color Sorting

Manual color sorting means sorting different colored items by using manual labor. Fundamentally
color sorting means handpicking and arranging different colored items. Conventional manual color
sorting techniques are still existing in different industries such as plastic industry, mineral industry
and food industry. Mostly food is sorted cording to the color, specially because by inspecting the color
of the item it can be categorize into acceptable and non-acceptable groups. This means inspecting the
quality of the item because color plays a main role when it comes to food. Even in custom mosaic tile
industry they use manual tile sorting system to sort different colored tiles and store them in different
baskets (Artaic).

2.3 Automatic Color Sorting

So as to pull of the work of sorting, manual efforts were put in. Manual involvement has been used in
small scale industries as well as high-level large-scale industries. Global market is expanding rapidly
and the competition between industries increase as well, further color sorting plays a major role in
many industries they intend to use automatic color sorting systems in their production lines.

2.3.1 Non-Commercial Color sorting Machines

To sort different colored objects in industry, optical sorting is very much amenity. As a starter re-
searcher wanted to implement systems that can identify two colors later that can be used as a quality
control system.

Cayiroglu and Demir (2012) designed a system that can identify two colors and sort them out into two
different bins. Their aim was to identify and sort green and red colors. To do so they implemented
a conveyor belt system to spectacle their concept. They used two pieces of wood and paint them in
green and red color. And the belt maneuver from the starting to the ending point through a roller
without clashing with the wall. They used a color sensor to sort the colored items.

Figure 2.1: Total structure of the system
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As now in industries want high accuracy and more flexible systems in their systems and as well as
sort many items at the same time. Above system could sort two different colors at the same time. So,
researchers wanted to implement a system that can identify and sort many different colors at the same
time.

Kunhimohammed et al. (2015) designed a system that can identify up to seven colors. Basically,
that means primary and secondary colors. To identify colors, they used a TCS230 color sensor. This
sensor consists of array of 64 photo diodes divided into 4 colors namely red, green, blue and no
color. To begin with the system first, objects need to be inserted manually and using a half circle
shaped component attached to a servo motor these items will direct to the color sensor and from there
colored objects will be assign to a proper container and direct these colored objects to those containers
according to the color by using a rotating slop.

Figure 2.2: Final Color sorting Robot

Above two systems can clearly identify colors that have clear color differences so researchers wanted
to implement a system that can clearly identify shades between two different colors. Reason behind
this is that when specially it comes to fruit industry there will be fruits that have one color or may be
that have color in between two different colors.

Nandi et al. (2014) designed a prediction system to identify the maturity of mangoes and sort them
according to the color. Seasonal fruits like mangoes are harvested from gardens in batches and these
mangoes come in different sizes and different s colors. Specially when it comes to mangoes, maturity
of them predict by using the color of the mango. So, they build a system that can identify the color of
the mango and sort them to different containers that they assigned.

8



Figure 2.3: Vision based automatic fruit sorting system

In this system they developed a binary support vector machine (SVM) classification model to sort
mango into four different categories. To extract features of the images taken by the camera, they used
RGB image of the mango itself rather than converting it to some other color space to make this system
work in real time.

Before test the classifier mangoes were taken in different batches and using manual identification
method expiry date of mangoes were taken down. According to some fluidal cutoff days left before
expiry, mangoes were grouped into four groups as M1, M2, M3 and M4. M1 group dwell of images
taken before twelve days of expiry, M2 group is in between nine and twelve days, M3 is in between
five to eight and finally M4 in between one and four days.

Mangoes have different regions that show clear color difference when mangoes start to ripe. By
checking the color change in these specific regions, ripeness of the mango can be identified.

Figure 2.4: Regions that used to extract color based different features
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As in this system it has a favorable generalization ability whereas 1.4% and 4.1% on training data set
(average over all four classes), 1.9% and 5.6% on testing data set respectively.

2.4 Parallel Working Stations

Productivity improvement in assembly lines are important since it increase capacity and reduce cost.
If the quantity that can hold by a production line is insufficient it can be increased by introducing
parallel production lines. Mostly manufactures use assembly lines in order to produce high volume
products. When it comes to produce good in a single line, line balancing becomes a huge problem.
Minimizing the idle time of a production line while satisfying specific condition is line balancing.

Usually assembly lines can be separate into two groups: traditional assembly lines and U type assem-
bly lines. There are few studies have been done when it comes to parallel assembly line. Süer (1998)
has done research about alternative assembly line design strategies for single products. Number of as-
sembly lines were determined in order to minimize the total manpower. In the research an algorithm
has been developed to determine the number work stations need.

Gökçen et al. (2006)has developed a mathematical model for line balancing and found the minimum
number of stations and the independent balance of the each work station. Also, the proposed mathe-
matical model has a significant improvement in assembly line efficiency when more than one line is
necessary.

Implementing parallel lines has advantages such as shortening the assembly line but at the same time
it may require more equipment and tools. Another advantage of parallel lines can be come in handy
during a workstation break down. Other lines can be work even if there is a breakdown happened in
a workstation since workstation are parallel to each other.
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Chapter 3

Concept Generation

3.1 Idea Generation

Tiles used for mosaic designs nowadays are typically squared in shape and their colors can be eight-
bit, sixteen-bit or thirty-two-bit. The colors could vary from light colors to dark colors, color tints,
color shades and color tones. At one station in the mosaic assembly process, these tiles will have
to be sorted according to their respective colors and stored in magazines, which will later be used
for manufacturing mosaic pallets containing a variety of designs and patterns. When there is a high
variety of shades involved, and a large number of tiles should be sorted within a short period of time,
it is clear that manual sorting is not the most effective way of sorting. This area of research hasn’t still
been addressed by researchers and since the manual sorting process has less efficiency and flexibility,
the requirement of an automatic tile sorting process can no longer be ignored.

The loading process is in a way similar to the sorting process; it’s also a tiring repetitive task. With
the current development in technology, repetitive tasks are being assigned to machines so that more
complex tasks can be handled by humans. If the tasks of sorting and loading are handled in series
(i.e. all tiles will be sorted first and then the separated tiles will be loaded), it will consume more
time, and also since tiles will be arriving at the sorting station continuously, this method won’t be
effective. Therefore, it is clear that the most efficient way is to automate both processes handle them
simultaneously.

3.2 Physical System

The schematic of the physical system developed in order to carry out the sorting and loading processes
simultaneously is shown in figure 3.1

11



Figure 3.1: Schematic of the layout for sorting and loading

Since large number of tiles need to be sort, a tile arranging unit should be introduced to the process.
Rearranging tiles to be in a certain formation will be done by using the tiles arranging unit. Color
identifying and tile directing will be done after tile arranging. Color sensor will be used in order
to identify the color of the tile and a Sorting Gate System will be used to direct tiles to the correct
production line. Gate System was introduced in order to direct tiles into correct production line.

After the sorting process tiles will be sent to tile loading process. Parallel production lines were
introduced in order to increase the efficiency of this process. In each production line a substation will
be introduced in order to stack and load tiles into a magazine. After it load tiles into a magazine it can
be used in the production process immediately. Each component in this system is vital for the proper
functionality of the entire system.

3.2.1 Sorting Process

Tile sorting process starts with tile arranging unit. This unit will be consisting of a vibrating system
and a slop. Tiles will be vibrated and transfer to the slop which will arrange tile to be in one row.
Pushing mechanism will be used at the end of the slop to transfer tiles to identify the color of them
by using a color sensor.

Tiles need to be directed properly after color sensor identified the color of the tiles. The gate system
was introduced in order to direct tiles without having any congestion in production lines and which
will be making this system efficient and flexible.

12



Figure 3.2: Schematic of sorting process

Since tile arranging unit send tiles in a completely random way whatever color comes first will be de-
liver to production line one and whatever different color comes next will be deliver to production line
two. Likewise, for next different colors will be direct into production line one and two respectively.

Figure 3.3: Example for the process of the gate system
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3.2.2 Loading Process

Since large number of tiles need to be sort in a short period of time it cannot be done by using one
production line. First colors will be sorted instantly but when it comes to sort nth color travelling
distance for that tile will be longer. Which mean time taken to sort that tile will be higher. Single
production line will not be an acceptable approach for this dilemma.

Figure 3.4: Schematic of single production line

Since the above method will be inefficient to sort tiles parallel production line method can be intro-
duced. Using parallel production lines can be utilized to enhance the productivity of the line as well
as it decreases the distance one tile need to travel. Since it decreases the travelling distance of tiles
nth tile does not have to travel the previous distance.

14



Figure 3.5: Schematic of parallel production lines

This system can be inefficient because some tiles has to travel to the end of the production line and
some tiles do not have to travel the full distance in order to sort tiles. Substation which combine
rotational and translation movement can be introduced due to that reason. Required space to sort tiles
and travelling distance of a tile will be reduced by introducing this method. Space will be allocated
in these substations to sort and stack tiles by using down stacking method. There can be j number of
spaces in each substation to sort and stack tiles.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of substations
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Parallel production lines can be increase up to n number of production lines and substations in each
production line can be increased up to m number of substations. Even if number of production line
increase tiles need to be managed properly in order to make this system efficient and run with any
congestion. Therefore, Sorting Gate System was introduced as mentioned above. Implementing this
concept will not only make the process efficient but also it will be reducing the space that take to sort
tiles.

Figure 3.7: Conceptual schematic design
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Chapter 4

System Development

4.1 Prototype Development

The prototype consists of two sections; the first section carries out the sorting process whereas the
second section loads the sorted tiles into magazines which will be used later for producing mosaic
pallets. These stations are controlled using two Arduinos; one Arduino takes control of the decision
making of the entire process whereas the second Arduino is used for motor control. As soon as the
first Arduino makes the decision on what to do, it will communicate with the second Arduino and
instruct on what to do and which motors to be controlled. This makes the decision making faster,
making the entire process more efficient.

When developing the tile sorting and loading prototype, there were several factors to be considered;
tile arranging mechanism, gate system, tile stacking mechanism and the magazine to which the tiles
are stored. Figure 4.1 shows the final prototype design for tile sorting and loading.

Figure 4.1: Color tile sorting unit
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4.1.1 Process Flow Chart

Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the full process of the prototype

Mixed color tiles arrive at the sorting and loading station in bulk form. Therefore, first, the tiles
should be rearranged in such a way that all the tiles will have a similar orientation before sending
them through the color sensor to detect their colors. When passed through the color sensor, the colors
of the tiles will be identified in RGB form. The RGB values will then be converted to a numerical
value and stored in an array, which will be used to identify that color further down in the process.
After identifying the color of the tiles, they will be directed into two separate production lines using a
gate system. This is done in order to reduce the congestion in both lines. The tiles will automatically
be assigned to slots (i.e. the slots are not pre-assigned). The principle behind this is discussed in
detail in chapter three. Once a particular color is assigned to a magazine, if a similar colored tile
passes through the color sensor again, it will automatically be directed to the same slot in which other
tiles of the same color are held. When the slot is full, the slot will rotate and unload the tiles into a
removable magazine.

4.1.2 Process Flow Chart

The tile arranging unit plays a major role in the sorting process because, before starting the process
the tiles need to be rearranged in an orderly manner, making them ready to sort. A vibration system
operated using an uneven load was introduced, to vibrate these tiles and deliver them into a slope
through a small opening in single file. By using a pushing mechanism operated using a servo motor
at the end of the slope, the tiles will be sent one by one into the system in regular time intervals, to
identify the color of the tiles and sort them accordingly. Figure 4.3 shows the vibrating unit including
all its components.

18



Figure 4.3: Tile arranging unit

4.1.3 Color Sensor

TCS3200 programmable color light to frequency converter outputs square wave with a frequency
directly proportional to light intensity. Operational voltage of this sensor is 2.7v to 5.5v. RGB output
will be given by the color sensor. Values of the sensor output will be varied if the color sensor was not
covered properly because the color sensor is sensitive to excess light of the surrounding. Therefore,
color sensor was covered with a black box in order to reduce the amount of light enter the color
sensor. At the inlet and the outlet of the box a curtain has been used to cover every corner of the box.

Figure 4.4: Covered color sensor
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Color sensor identifies the Red, Green and Blue frequencies of the input color and gives an output R
(0-255), G (0-255) and B (0-255) values. Different colors have different R, G and B values. Ranges
will be checked in different colors and a whole number will be assigned for each color. Assigned
whole number will be later used as the output of the color sensor. Output will be sent to an Arduino
in order to take the decision for the color. Shorter distance will be used in order to deliver date more
efficiently to the Arduino.

4.1.4 Gate System

The function of the gate system is to redirect the path of a tile once it passes through the color sensor.
A signal is given to the gate system to determine the direction to which the tile should be sent. An
acrylic triangle attached to a servo motor is used as the gate system. Figure 4.5 represents the gate
system.

Figure 4.5: Gate system

4.1.5 Loading Substation

The loading substation in the developed prototype has the capability to hold two types of colors in
two different slots. This substation has a rotational movement and it will rotate and stop at the correct
slot in order to stack tiles into it. When these slots are completely filled (i.e. when five tiles of the
same color are stacked in the same slot), the tiles in that particular slot will be transferred into one of
two magazines, which are placed on a horizontal railing. This system is operated by a stepper motor
which is connected to the rotating unit by a pully and belt. Figure 4.6 represents the structure of the
loading substation and its components.
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In order to stack tiles into the slot, down stacking method has been implemented to the rotating unit.
After tiles arrive at the rotating unit, the down stacking process is initiated which displaces 10cm
downwards in order to stack in another tile. The developed prototype of the stacking mechanism can
only hold up to five tiles. Tiles will be unloaded into a magazine after the stack is full. Then the
magazine can be detached from the loading substation and can immediately be used in the production
process. After unloading tiles into the magazine, the stacking mechanism will return to the initial
position in order to start the stacking process from the beginning since this process is continuous.
Figure 4.7 represents the Solidworks design of the implemented stacking mechanism.

Figure 4.6: Loading substation

In production lines there can be multiple substations with multiple slots which can be rotated. But
in this prototype, there is only one substation to sort and load tiles. After the tiles approach the
production line, it checks whether there is free space in the substation. If both slots are free, then
whichever color that comes through the color sensor first will be stacked into slot one. If another
color approaches to the production line, it checks whether there are any free slots in the substation
and if there is, that color will be stacked into that free slot.
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Figure 4.7: Tile stacking Mechanism

4.1.5.1 Internal Components

• Fixed magazine design

Slots in the loading substation will be consisted of a fixed magazine. This magazine is used in
order to act as a guide to stack tiles one by one. Dimension of the inside of the fixed magazine
will be 30 x 27 x 70 mm, in order to stack a 25 x25 mm tile. This magazine is made of acrylic
and it can be stack tiles up to five tiles. After it stacks five tiles that stack need to be unload
in order to continue the sorting process. Figure 4.8 will be shown the dimensions of the fixed
magazine.

Figure 4.8: Fixed magazine and its dimensions
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• Tile holding part design

While down stacking a tile holding part need to be design in order to hold the tile inside the
fixed magazine while down stacking. This part will be used in the down stacking mechanism.
This part has been 3D printed using PLA material. Figure 4.9 shows the design of this part.

Figure 4.9: Tile holding part and its dimensions

• Stacked tiles collecting unit

This unit will be consisted of magazines to collect the stacked tiles in the slots of the rotating
unit mentioned above. Number of magazines should be equal to the number of slots in the
rotating unit. This station moves parallel with the slots. After a slot is full, rotating unit will
turn and unload stacked tiles inside the slot. In order to unload tiles to the magazine in the
tile collecting unit, both systems need to stop parallel to each other, which means the fixed
magazine in the rotating unit and the tile collecting magazine in the tile collecting unit have to
coincide each other in order to unload tiles properly. Stepper motor was used to drive this unit.

Figure 4.10: Stacked tiles collecting unit
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• New magazine design

In order to collect tiles, form the rotating unit a new magazine has to be designed. Since
tile holding part needs to move through the magazine in order to stack tiles inside it a gap
need to be made on the magazine. Figure 4.11 will be shown the previous magazine and the
modified magazine that designed in order to load tiles. This magazine was 3D printed by using
PLA material. This magazine will be sat on the magazine holder and both these parts will be
attached into the stacked tiles collecting unit.

Figure 4.11: Previous and modified magazine

Figure 4.12: Magazine holder and magazine
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Chapter 5

Implementation and Results

5.1 System Operation

The sorting process is carried out by the new developed sorting system to ensure that the process is
efficient and effective. Process initiate with the tile arranging unit to rearrange and send tiles to the
sorting process in one line. After that tile color will be identify by using a color sensor and according
to the color, tiles will be direct into respective production lines using the Sorting Gate System. After
tiles direct into production lines, they first they will be stack into a fixed magazine and after it fills up
to a certain amount stacked tiles will be unloaded into the magazine that will be used later in the tile
production process.

5.2 Color Distribution

The following implementation was tested in order to distribute colors between production lines. An
updating array was used to identify the colors and keep them in a memory. The updating array will
be updated after identifying five color tiles because between color sensor and the production line the
maximum number of tiles that can have will be five. Numbers can be given to different colors in order
to identify them. The array can be express as follows,

f(x) =
[
2 3 2 1 4

]
Update will be start from the first location of the array to the last location after it fill array with five
elements.

g(x) =
[
2 1

]

h(x) =
[
3 4

]
Function g(x) and h(x) represent the array of the substations in production line one and two respec-
tively. Tiles will be sent to both production lines after identifying the colors and from the production
line, tiles will be sorted according to the color and stack it to unload tiles to the magazine from the
substation. Each substation has two slots. First location of array g(x) and h(x) will be represent slot
one of the substations and location two represent slot two of the substations. Counter has been as-
signed into every slot. As the explanation of the previous chapter different colors will be assign to
two production lines accordingly and colors will be assigned into different slots as above. Until the
system resets same colors will be assign to the same slots.
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5.3 Test Results

5.3.1 Test 1 – Time taken to sort fifteen tiles of two colors

System can be load 5 tiles from one color into a magazine. Fifteen tiles were used for this test and
from black color seven tiles and white color eight tiles were used. The mean and standard deviation
time taken to finish the process were calculated below.

Results for this test was taken by carrying out 30 attempts. Results have been confirmed that the time
taken to finish the full process was 1.15 mins with a standard deviation of 0.025 mins. Depending on
the arrangement of the tiles, time taken to sort and load tiles into magazine will be vary.

Table 5.1: Test result for the process

Attempts Time (Mins)

1 1.12

2 1.15

3 1.17

4 1.11

5 1.16

6 1.2

7 1.19

8 1.17

9 1.17

10 1.16

11 1.15

12 1.15

13 1.14

14 1.12

15 1.18

16 1.15
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17 1.14

18 1.16

19 1.18

20 1.17

21 1.16

22 1.13

23 1.18

24 1.16

25 1.16

26 1.12

27 1.11

28 1.10

29 1.13

30 1.12

Mean 1.15

STD 0.025
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5.3.2 Test 2 – Time taken to sort fifteen tiles of three colors

Five colors from each color were used in this test. Colors used were white, black and red colors. Time
taken to sort fifteen tiles were taken in this test. The mean and standard deviation time taken to finish
the process were calculated below.

Results for this test was taken by carrying out 30 attempts. Results have been confirmed that the time
taken to finish the full process was 1.244 mins with a standard deviation of 0.0213 mins. Depending
on the arrangement of the tiles, time taken to sort and load tiles into magazine will be vary.

Table 5.2: Test result for the process

Attempts Time (Mins)

1 1.25

2 1.26

3 1.24

4 1.24

5 1.23

6 1.23

7 1.25

8 1.26

9 1.26

10 1.28

11 1.27

12 1.2

13 1.21

14 1.21

15 1.23

16 1.22
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17 1.22

18 1.24

19 1.26

20 1.25

21 1.25

22 1.28

23 1.29

24 1.22

25 1.23

26 1.23

27 1.24

28 1.25

29 1.26

30 1.25

Mean 1.244

STD 0.0213

5.3.3 Test 3 – Time taken to sort fifteen tiles of four colors

Five tiles from black color, four tiles from white color, three tiles from red color and three tiles from
blue color were chosen for this test. Time taken to sort fifteen tiles were taken in this test. The mean
and standard deviation time taken to finish the process were calculated below.

Results for this test was taken by carrying out 30 attempts. Results have been confirmed that the time
taken to finish the full process was 1.34 mins with a standard deviation of 0.043 mins. Depending on
the arrangement of the tiles, time taken to sort and load tiles into magazine will be vary.
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Table 5.3: Test result for the process

Attempts Time (Mins)

1 1.32

2 1.34

3 1.31

4 1.4

5 1.28

6 1.25

7 1.36

8 1.39

9 1.4

10 1.4

11 1.35

12 1.26

13 1.34

14 1.3

15 1.35

16 1.34

17 1.33

18 1.33

19 1.37

20 1.39

21 1.4

22 1.38

23 1.34
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24 1.32

25 1.3

26 1.34

27 1.33

28 1.39

29 1.3

30 1.28

Mean 1.3499

STD 0.0433

After the test a graph was taken in order to find the relationship between number of colors and the
time taken to sort fifteen tiles. As the graph shown in figure 5.1, the number of colors does not have
any effect to the full process. The process continues for a quite long time because the color sensor
acquires four seconds to identifies the color of the tile and deliver it to the Arduino microcontroller.

Figure 5.1: Time vs Number of attempts graph
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5.3.4 Test 4 – Accuracy test for the sorting gate system and stacking process

Two different colors will be delivered to production line one and one color will be send to production
line two by the sorting gate unit and from the stacking process it should be able to properly stack tiles
in order to unload it into a magazine. Five tiles with the same color will be a full magazine.

Results for this test was taken by carrying out 30 attempts. Results have been confirmed that out
of the 30 attempts all the attempts were successful for the Sorting Gate System, which means color
sensor identify colors properly and gate system direct tiles properly between two production lines.

Results for stacking process was taken by carrying out 30 attempts. Results have been confirmed that
out of 30 attempts 21 attempts were successful and has a successful percentage of 70%.

Table 5.4: Accuracy test results

Sorting Gate Stacking Process

No. of attempts: 30 No. of attempts: 30

successful attempts: 30 successful attempts: 21

successful percentage: 100% successful percentage: 70%

5.3.5 Test 5 – Accuracy test for the color sensor

Accuracy of the color sensor was checked to find whether a cover need to be used around the sensor
in order to check the tile color. Therefore, white color was used to identified with and without a cover
at the day time with 358lux and 250C. R, G and B values were checked and the variation of these
values were identified. This test was done while tiles were moving on the conveyor belt.
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Table 5.5: Accuracy test without cover

White color R G B

1 120 115 120

2 100 101 103

3 112 112 111

4 126 115 123

5 98 100 100

6 95 101 98

7 126 122 124

8 121 113 115

9 111 121 100

10 107 115 105

11 95 100 99

12 99 95 95

13 101 90 98

14 97 99 105

15 115 96 110

16 122 111 115

17 123 131 117

18 100 118 107

19 137 126 120

20 126 120 123

21 114 110 111

22 119 120 110

23 97 100 102
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24 101 92 101

25 121 115 112

26 122 116 114

27 116 120 111

28 101 114 107

29 111 90 106

30 118 98 111

Mean 111.7 109.2 109.1

Variance 135.9414 129.131 67.0586

STD 11.6593 11.3635 8.1889
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Table 5.6: Accuracy test with cover

White color R G B

1 88 90 87

2 80 85 78

3 75 78 76

4 77 74 78

5 81 85 80

6 90 86 88

7 72 75 74

8 82 84 85

9 83 87 85

10 89 88 86

11 86 87 86

12 90 84 87

13 74 77 74

14 73 75 74

15 80 78 82

16 81 80 84

17 82 84 80

18 81 80 80

19 80 82 80

20 85 84 82

21 78 80 82

22 85 81 84

23 86 89 86
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24 84 87 84

25 86 84 84

26 82 85 85

27 85 87 82

28 87 86 80

29 88 86 89

30 82 84 80

Mean 82.4 83.0667 82.0667

Variance 24.1103 18.8229 17.5816

STD 4.9102 4.3385 4.1930

Results have been shown that the variation and standard deviation of uncovered test is higher than the
cover test because the color sensor is more sensitive to UV light and data changes drastically when
the sensor expose to more UV light.
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5.3.6 Test 6 – Accuracy test to identify similar types of colors

Another accuracy test has been conducted in order to find out how accurately this sensor identifies
similar types of colors. Two similar colors (white and yellow colors) have been use to do this test.
This test has been conducted by covering the color sensor from a box. This test also done while tiles
were moving on the conveyor belt.

Figure 5.2: Covered color sensor

In a completely random way tiles have been sent through the covered color sensor and thirty attempts
were done by using above two colors. 90% of the time white color was correctly identifies as white
color from the color sensor and 93.3% of the time yellow color was correctly identifies as yellow
color from the color sensor, which means this color sensor can be able to identify similar types of
colors more effectively.

Table 5.7: Accuracy test for similar types of colors

White color Yellow color

No. of attempts: 30 No. of attempts: 30

successful attempts: 27 successful attempts: 28

successful percentage: 90% successful percentage: 93.3%
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusion

The main objective of this study was to develop the automatic tile sorting system, in order to increase
the efficiency of the current tile sorting process. To achieve this, parallel production lines with sub-
stations combining rotational and translational movements were introduced. In order to prove the
concept several tests were conducted with the prototype.

This process was conducted with different amounts of colors and tiles in order to check the overall
system. With the number of tests conducted, it shows that this method is much more efficient and
effective in order to sort large number of different color tiles. Therefore, it concludes that the multiple
parallel productions lines with substations combining rotational and translational movements can be
implemented as the upstream process of a tile assembly process.

6.2 Recommendations

Since this system self-learn and sort tiles, if this system can implement to customize according to
the customer’s preference, the flexibility of this system can be improved. Instead of using aluminium
profiles and acrylic to build the rotating unit, if carbon fiber can be used to it the extra weight of
that system can be reduce a lot, therefore the rotation can be done lot smoother. After resetting the
micro-controller, the memory that kept while systems running will be erased. Therefore, tiles need
to be insert from the beginning. In order to make this system more industrial suitable a memory can
be kept in the control system so that it can be used after the system restart after a quick stop. Since
due to time and budget constrain this system was developed to sort only three colors, but using this
concept the system can be improved to sort different colored tiles up to any number of colors.
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